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INTRODUCTION 
The agonizing fratricidal conflict, the Civil War, caused either 
directly or by implication massive changes in the American way of life. 
It destroyed the society of the South and remade that of the North. 
Latent effects of that war are being felt even today, in the civil 
rights movement, for example. It was the vortex. into which every previous 
aspect of life was sucked to be spewed out again in altered form. Aside 
from the actual, far-reaching changes it wrought, it also produced the 
stuff of literature�battles, campaigns, strategies and heroes like 
Lee, Grant, and Lincoln. Yet this cataclysm so seemingly full of the 
raw material of literature was the subject of very few works of lasting 
literary merit. Many American authors ignored the conflict, if their 
writings are proof. However, two tcajor authors of the nineteenth century, 
Walt Whitman and Herman Melville, chose to deal with the Civil War in 
major literary works. As James E .  Miller, Jr. says, " (Whitman) did not 
anticipate the Civil War." But when news of Sumter came, "t'{hitman was 
aroused from his minor personal interests to renewed creative vigor and 
vision."l And the effect on Melville was similar. Lewis Humford recounts 
in Helville: A Study of His Life and Vision, "War made life again a great 
spectacle and adventure--that defiance of low limitations upon which life 
depends which Melville had expressed in �loby-Dick, came back again. 
Vanished at last were doubts, perturbations, endless gray questionings.112 
Characteristically for Whitman and uncharacteristically for Melville, 
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they presented their react.ic)n. to the war in verse for:l. The cycles of 
t.;ar poetry came at different points in their careers. h°':litr.1an' s Drum­
Taps came ten years into a career that would continue through the century 
and at a time when ',;nitman 's poetry was first being no�iced, if not yet 
acclaimed. Melville's Battle-Pieces were produced at a time when 
critical: acclaim had passed him by. The early successes of the South 
Sea novels and of Moby-Dick were behind him. His later novels, Pierre 
and The Confidence Man, sold poorly and gained little attention. He 
was thought to be a man whose literary talent was spent; he was being 
forced to look elsewhere than his writing to support his family. So 
Whitman, in the middle of his career; and Melville, well into his, 
chose to memorialize the great conflict that burst upon the United States 
in its eighty-fifth year. Both books of poetry had si=tilar effects on 
the literary world of the time. Both were mostly ignored by the literary 
establishment--Nelville's poems almost completely passed by and 
Whitman's receiving so�e faint praise combined with much criticism 
directed both at the Drum-Taps poems themselves and at �-:hitman' s 
reputation as the author of the controversial Leaves of Grass. It is 
to the ad.vantage of the contemporary reader, however, that these two 
authors chose to write of the war because the very reasons these poems 
were ·ignored or damned make them valuable to the modern world. Roth 
authors were the practitioners of considerably "moder�," though diverse, 
literary styles and they saw the war differently than =any of their 
contenporaries. Both were able to see the war in la��er historical,. 
��ral and social perspectives, rather than in narrow ?artisan ones, 
even though both supported the northern cause as right. However, the 
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Civil \far as filtered through the optimistic, expansive genius of W�lt 
Whitman, self-proclaimed bard of America, comes out quite differently 
from the Civil War seen through the eyes of Herman �!el ville, pessimist, 
prober into the dark psychological depths of the �ind of Man, chronicler 
of man's conflict with evil. This diversity is obvious even when they 
deal with the same topics. The differences in style, imagery and subject 
matter and the differing philosophical viewpoints that are apparent when 
the poems are compared give new insights into the conflict itself and 
into the minds of the two men who chose to write of it. 
I. WHITMAN 1 S AND MELVILLE'S DIFFERING 
APPROACHES TO CIVIL WAR 
Whitman's approach to the writing of a group of poei!lS about the 
Civil War was considerably different from Melville's. t..nitoan's is 
the more cohesive of the two. In fact, the Drum-Taps poecs have more 
unity and coherence than other groups of Whitman's poems, partly because 
of the recurrence of the image of the beating drum. Jaces A. �tiller, Jr. 
points out that drum taps resound through the poems f roo the light 
striking of the drum in "First 0 Songs for a Prelude," the confident 
call to arms in "Beat! Beat! Drums!," to funeral drums in "Dirge for 
Two Veterans," and drums "hollow and harsh" that reverberate through 
Washington after the last convulsion of the conflict is passed.3 
Gay Wilson Allen saw that "the Drum-Taps collection as a whole had at 
least a suggestive organic structure and unity," adding that wnitman 
"succeeded better in this work than in any single edition of Leaves of 
Grass" at producing a unified group of poems.4 The presence of �itman 
himself in almost all of the poems as the "I" whose experi�nces or 
observations make up the matter of the individual poeI!lS gives a type of 
unity. Of course, Whitman assumes different identities�sooetimes a 
swaggering super-poet, as in "Not the Pilot," "City of Ships" and "Song 
of the Banner at Daybreak,11 another time, the soldier eX?eri.encing the 
reality of war, as in "Cavalry Crossing a Ford," "Bivouac on a Mountain 
Side," "An Army Corps on the March," "By the Bivouac's E"itful Flame," 
again, an unseen observer of others' distress, as in "Cor:;e L"p from the 
4 
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Fields, Father," and "The--Artilleryman's·Vision" and finally in his most 
famous guise, as the wound dresser. But though he appears in different 
disguises, he is always Whitman, and his actual eA--perience in the war 
as a volunteer in the array hospitals and his keen observations of the effect 
of the war on others, both refracted through his own genius, give a kind 
of organic unity to the poems. The poems seem to grow from his self 
and his varying emotional response to the w�r, making wbitc.an himself 
the unifying factor. 
Melville's Battle-Pieces are more diffuse. They do not display 
the enormous cohesive force of the poet's ego. However, William H. 
Shurr in The Mystery of Iniquity: Melville as Poet, 1857-1891, does see 
two abstract cycles that operate throughout Battle-Pieces�a cycle of 
law and a cycle of evil, in which the evil is the perm.anent and controlling 
reality.5 Melville writes as the reporter of events and as the philosopher. 
The poems have the effect of a collage with no obvious focal point. He 
had little first-hand knowledge of the war except for one short trip to 
the battlefield to visit his cousin Colonel P.enry Gansevoort--an experience 
he used as raw material for the most ambitious of the peens, "The Scout 
toward Aldie." Many poems are based on newspaper accounts.of the events 
and the heroes of the war. In fact, he even uses the device of news 
dispatches coming from the battlefield as the structure for the poem 
"Donelson." Other poems are Melville's philosophical probings into the 
oeaning of the war as a whole, as in "The Conflict of Convictions" and 
"The Apparition," and effectively present Melville's problems with the 
nature of evil and of r.ian. Melville's Civil War·poeos, then, are a 
potpourri of different, diverse elements--battle songs, paeons to war 
heroes, celebrations of victories and laments ever defeats and perceptive 
philosophical musings --with the author often appearing in the nebulous 
third person, observing and commenting , but not experiencing. The fact 
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that �ielville's poec.s lack the strong unifying force that �'hitman's have 
<loes not make them less valid as either poetry or comments on the �ar. 
It only indicates that the approach of the two men to their art was 
different. Both were no doubt faithful to their own literary personalities. 
II. THE STYLE OF THE POETRY 
As both authors were faithful to themselves in their overall 
approach to the subject of the Civil War, so both were faithful to their 
own conceptions of poetic style. The two styles are different, though 
interestingly both are more controlled by the poet than they first 
appear. Whitman and �1elville represent in the matter of style and content, 
the two directions AI:lerican poetry has taken since the 18SO's. One 
direction is the symbolically indirect, musical, incantory style as 
practiced bv Poe, Whitman and Lanier, while the other is the prosaic, 
ironic style as written by Emerson, Melville and Dickinson.6 Whitman 
is always the exponent of the organic form, where word sound and word 
oeaning combine to catch and carry a reader in a musical flow. While 
Melville, at his best, is the craftsman fitting the exact word into a 
meticulously crafted stanzaic form. The names of the books themselves 
hint at the difference in style--Drum-Taps, sounds; Battle-Pieces, 
fragments fitted into a whole. 
The most obvious aspect of Whitman's poetic style is, of course, 
free verse, with its long flowing lines, abundance of verbals, sub­
ordinate phrases and clauses, repetitions of words, unusual syntactical 
expressions. This hallmark of all his poetry is the dominant stylistic 
factor in Drum-Taps, but it is under more control than it is in some of 
his core extravagent poetry. Whitman himself expressed this notion in 
a letter to a friend. though exception, I am sure, can be taken to the 
first part of the �tatenent. 
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He ·wrote, 
It [Drum-T aps] is in � opinion superior to Leaves of 
Gra ss--cert ain ly core perfect as a work of art, being 
adjusted in all its proportions, and its passion having 
the indispensable �erit that though to the ord inary 
reader , let loose �it� wildest abandon, the true artist 
can see it is yet under control.7 
One indication of the artist in control is the length of the poems. 
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Many of the Drum -Ta ps verses are quite short compared �ith other 
Whitman poems. Writing a good short poem requires author control simply 
because of the limitatio:l.S of size. And the longer poen::.s, "Song of the 
Banner at Daybreak," "The Centenarian's Story," "The i;..·ound -Dre sser" are 
controlled, in part, by literary devices grafted onto them. Whitman uses 
different speakers for the different sections of "Song of the Banner at 
Daybreak" and uses a conversational device in "The Centenarian's Story" 
(though all the spe akers sound like Walt Whitman). In "The Wound-Dresser," 
the most organic of the three, Whitman uses the device of a man remembering 
in order to give form and limits to his poem, with se ctions one and fo ur 
forming a frame for the oe!i:aries dealt with in sections two and three. 
Whitman, in Drum-Taps, does not let his penchant for all-inclusiveness 
run wild. The catalogues of scenes, people and occurrences are neither 
as voluminous nor as nu::nerous as, for example, in "Song of :-ryself." And 
when he does use this tec hni que, he controls it effectively, as in "First 
0 Songs for a Pre lude, 11 �.;here the lists of events dr�tically build the 
sequence of steps taken in ��e;., York to form an army until :,"hitw.an, near 
the end of the poem, c an exclaim, "War:" an arm'd race i s  advancing! the 
welcome for battle, no turning away,"8 when the army is ready. 
The c ontro lling hand of the poet is esp eci al ly evident in the 
four finely crafted short poeos describing aspects of an army on the 
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march: "Cavalry Crossing a Ford," "Bivouac on a Hountain Sid e , "  "An 
Army Corps on the March, " and "By the Bivouac's Fitful Flame." All four 
are one sentence, impressionistic descriptions i n  free verse of what the 
poet observes. For example, in the shortest of the four, "An Army Corps 
on the March," Whitman begins with an i mage of a "cloud of ski rmishers 
i n  advance" of the corps--a cloud signifying the nebulous, unseen 
quality of the skirmishers--and adds some pertinent sound images--"si ngle 
shot snapping like a whip," "an irregular volley." He then describes 
the corps en-masse--" swarming ranks" and "d ense brigad e, " next focuses 
on the indi vidual--"d ust-cover'd men/In columns rise and fall," and 
then d escribes the terrai n-"to the undulations of the ground." He adds 
a couple physical images, "Wheels rumbl(i ng) " and "horses sweat 0.ng]," 
and ties it all up neatly with "As the army corps advances." He uses 
regular stanzas i n  "Virginia--the West," "Beat! Beat! Drums ! "  and "Over 
the Carna ge !lose Prophetic a Voice" and regular stanzas and rhyme i n  
"Ethiopia Saluting the Colors" and "Dirge for Two Veterans." 
Another aspect of Whitman's style is the wrenching of syntax for 
a specific effect. As Gay Wilson Allen explains i n  Walt Whitman as Man, 
Poet and Legend , "many of the Drum-Ta ps poems violate syntax i n  order to 
emphasiz e  the imcediacy, the retrospective presentness of scene a nd 
incident.119 In fact, Whitman's tricks with time consti tute another facet 
of his style. In "The Centenarian's Story, 11 11A March i n  Ranks Hard-Prest 
and the Road Unknown," 11As Toilsome I Wander' d Virginia's Woods," and 
others, he reaches for�ard i n  time to the contemporary reader as he d id 
i n  "Crossing Brooklyn Ferry.11 Whitman felt that he could transcend time 
and space through his p oems, making them and himself as immediate for today's 
reader as for his 0"111 contemporar�es. Whitman's poetic style in Drum-
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Taps can be summed up as tn·e ·rolling cadences of free verse, controlled 
by the sensitive hand of t�e poet. 
At first glance the individual poems in �elville' s Battle-Pieces 
show the controlling hand of the poet more than i·:hitman' s poems d o  because 
there is more obvious for.n. Yet there is no overriding stylistic factor 
found in all the poems, as there is in Whitman's, unless it be the fact 
that every poem is COI:I?osed of rhymed stanzas--albeit with many d ifferent 
rhyme schemes and stanzaic patterns. Critics d iffer greatly on Melville's 
poetic style, concerning not only what it is but also whether it exists. 
Laurence Barrett felt that since Melville thought life formless he rebelled 
against form in his poetry.lo Gene B. Montague sees that many of the 
Battle-Pieces poems exhibit problems with unity, d iction, imagery and 
meter, 11 while Lewis B. }fum.ford states that Helville rarely achieves. 
form as a poet because he is conquered by the external form of line and 
stanza.12 Robert Penn Warren is a little more positive in his evaluation, 
seeing Melville's wrenching of versification as an attempt on the poet' s 
part to develop a nervous, dramatic, masculine style. Warren also feels 
sure that Melville was well aware of the relationship of mechanics and 
style to fundamental intention in poetry. 13 And at the other. end of 
the spectrum from Barrett, one finds William H. Shurr, who states that 
Melville not only invented nany stanzaic forms but that he did not use 
the same one twice in Battle-Pieces, many of which Shurr finds to be 
11carefully made poems."14 Shurr is correct about the number and complexity 
of stanza forms in Battle-Pieces as he carefully d octnents i n  his book. 
Of course, the fact that poems have form does not oean that the poems will 
be worthwhile, but it does oean that the a uthor was concerned with 
poetic style. Ther�fore, I feel Battle-Pieces shows �elville' s  attempt 
to develop a style. Since h�·wrote'no· free verse, he obviously did 
not feel comfortable with it and must have felt that poetry should be 
more structured. In fact, he states so iri one of the Battle-Pieces, 
"Dupont's Round F'ight:" 
In time and measure perfect moves 
All Art whose aim is sure; 
Evolving rhyme and stars dive 
Have rules and they endure . 15 
The myriad stanza and rhyme patterns found in Battle-Pieces show 
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Melville's attempts to define the rules and achieve form, which he does 
admirably in many poems. In "Shiloh,11 he uses a circular structure, 
beginning and ending the poem with a picture of swallows flying over the 
battlefield and in between he makes a finely-crafted statement on the 
battle using a somewhat complicated rhyme pattern. In a couple longer 
poems, "The Conflict of Convictions" and "The Armies of the Wilderness," 
he uses the device of a chorus between stanzas in which he comments on 
what is said in the stanzas, a device that, along with the use of rhyme, 
gives form to the poems. In "The Scout toward Aldie," the most ambitious 
of the Battle-Pieces, Melville uses a seven line stanza, with the rhyme 
scheme abcdbee, throughout the poem and he further complicates the 
structure by mentioning the name of Hosby in the couplet of each of one 
hundred eleven stanzas. Melville also uses sight as well as sound to give 
form to some of his poems. For example, in "The Canticle" and "The 
Muster" the indentations of the rhymed stanzas on the page make the poems 
appear to flow across the page, a technique that is fitting since water 
is the basis of the image in both poems. 
And though Melville handled the self-imposed limitations of rhyme 
and stanza well in some poems, sometimes form defeated him. For example, 
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in "Lyon, " the rhymes sometimes appr·oach absurdity: 
"They are more than twenty tho usand strong, 
We less than five, 
Too few with such a host to strive." 
"Such counsel, fie on! 
'Tis battle, or 'tis shame," and firm stood Lvon. 
Melville's attempts at songs, for example, "Sheridan at Cedar Creek," 
"The Cumberland , "  and "Lyon, " are uniformly poor. His best poems are, 
in my o pinion, the ones where form does not interfere. They are spare, 
straight-forward ,  almost laconic. The wo rds, Melville's fantastically 
apt images, stand forth unencumbered by artificial d evices of rhyme and 
stanzaic pattern. 
III. THE IHAGERY OF THE POETRY 
Whitman and Melville both are consummate image-makers . Patterns 
of recurring images play throughout both Drum-Taps and Battle-Pieces. And 
while, as stated earlier, Helville's great poetry is more dependent on 
the� breathtaking image than Whitman's, Whitman ' s  poetry still contains 
images that are both exciting and apt. Whitman's major image is one that 
is intricately tied to the personality of the poet as he chooses to 
present i t  in his art. It is the "I" image that occurs in almost all the 
poems . Whitman also uses symbolic imagery, sound imagery, and nature 
imagery. Melville's maj or image might be called the metaphysical image, 
an image that Melville makes from unusual or almost bizarre comparisons 
and that works with force and clarity . Battle-Pieces also contains 
clusters of sea images, nature images, surface images, Biblical images 
and a few expansive symbolic images. 
Whitman uses the first person singular pronoun as the most pervasive 
of the images in Drum-Taps. The "I" of the poems cannot be t:aken only 
as Walter Whitman, a fortyish bachelor living in 'New York, who also happens 
to be a poet. It represents several different identities that Whitman 
assumes in the poems . One is that of super-poet, a bardic spokesraan for 
a nation divided by fratricidal war. The delineation of this character 
begins in the first poer:i. Whitman shows his intention to write songs 
for the war, as he says, "First 0 songs for a prelude , "  and then proceeds 
to write a stirring call to arms, recounting the arming of New York City. 
In "From Paumanok Starting I Fly Like a Bird," a reader gets an expanded 
13 
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picture of the "I-poet." E"e .. has become the poet of the entire nation; 
he sings of "The idea of all, of the Western world one and inseparable," 
and as he adds parenthetically," (to the tap of the war-dru:n if need be)." 
And in typical :·;ftit!i!anes-::ua fashion, he "absorbs" each of the separate 
states, north and south, acd sings their songs also. Thus �'hitman poeti-
cally solves the problen that lies at the root of the Civil War. In 
"Song of the Banner at Daybreak," Whitman further defines the ''I" 
image. Inspired by the sight of the flag, Whitman is off on a cross 
country jaunt, observing, "I myself move abroad swift-rising flying/I 
use the wings of the land-bird and use the wings of the sea-bird, and 
look down from a height." And he sees "numberless farms," "trains of 
cars," "stores, depots, of Boston, Baltimore, Charleston, New Orleans," 
"lumber, forests of the �\orth, • • •  the Southern plantations," Then he 
comes full circle, observes "forts on the shores of harbors, • • •  ships 
sailing in and out," and finally sees "my banner broad and blue, side 
of my starry banner,/Discarding peace over all the sea and land. " In 
the same poem, Whitman verbalizes the method that he, the poet, uses to 
write war poetry: 
I'll weave the chord and twine in, 
}fan's desire and babe's desire, I'll twine them 
in, I'll put life in, 
I'll put the bayonet's flashing point, I'll let 
bullets and slugs whiz, 
(As one carrying a symbol and menace far into the 
future, 
Crying �'ith trumpet voice, Arouse and beware! 
Beware and arouse!) 
I'll pour the verse with streams of blood, full of 
volition, full of joy, 
Then loosen, launch forth, to go and compete, 
With the banner and pennant a-flapping. 
Whitoan makes clear this poet--this "I"--is not ordinary. His work is 
to coobine all into.one for now and forever. Li.nes in "City of Ships" 
further show the expansive nature of· tbe "I" image: 
Behold me�incarnate me as I have in�arnated you! 
Good or bad I never question you--I love all--I 
do not condemn any thing, 
I chant and celebrate all that is yours--yet 
peace no more, 
In peace I chanted peace, but now the drum of 
war is mine, 
War, red war is my song 
• 
. . 
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But the "I" of Drum-Taps is not always so obviously the poet. H e  
appears a s  both mere observer and participant i n  the war i n  other poems. As 
an observer, the "I" is present at many different occurrences. In "Dirge 
for Two Veterans," he is present at the funeral procession of a father and 
son killed in battle. In "I Saw the Old General at Bay," he is an observer 
of a desperate point in a battle. He views an army on the move and encamped 
in "Bivouac on a Mountain Side," and "By the Bivouac's Fitful Flame." In. 
other poems, Whitman puts himself into the war, usually as a soldier, or 
as his most famous incarnation, the wound'dresser. In "A March in the 
Ranks Hard Prest," "A Sight in Camp in the Daybreak Gray and Dim," and 
"As Toilsome I Wander'd Virginia's Woods," the "I" is a common soldier 
experiencing the reality of war, suffering and death. In the first poem, 
he says, "I see • • .At my feet • a soldier, a mere lad,. in danger of 
bleeding to death, (he is shot in the abdomen)." In the second poem, he 
observes "Three forms • • •  on stretchers lying, brought out there 
untended lying. " And in the third poem, he reports, "I mark'd at the foot 
of a tree the grave of a soldier,/Mortally wounded he and buried on the 
retreat.11 In "Vigil Strange I Kept on the Field One Night," Whitman 
recounts, in the first person once again, the nystical battlefield 
experience of a soldier after the death of a beloved comrade: 
Vigil for comrade. s-.wif tly slain, vigil I never 
forgot, how as day brightened, 
I rose from the chill ground and folded my 
soldier well in his blanket 
And buried him where he fell. 
16 
And in 11The Artilleryman's Vision," Whitman uses the 11I" to present 
forcefully the lasting effects that combat has on the psyche o f  a soldier, 
who says 
While my wife at my side lies slumbering, and 
the wars over long 
• • • 
There in the room as I wake f rom sleep this vision 
presses upon me; 
The engagement opens there and then in fantasy unreal. 
And in "The Wound:..Dresser," the "I" comes nearer to Whitman's actual war 
experience-("To sit by the wounded and soothe them, or silently watch 
the dead11) .  In memories, the older Whitman recalls his service to the 
wounded: 
Bearing the bandages, water and sponge, 
Straight and swift to mv wounded I go, 
Where they lie on the ground after the battle 
brought in, • • • 
I am faithful , I do not give out, 
The fractur'd thigh, the knee, the wound in the 
abdomen, 
These and more I dress with impassive hand, (yet 
deep in my breast a f ire, a burning flame.) 
& 
From all these examples, one can see how the "I" image Whitman conjures in 
Drum-Taps flashes prism-like in the hand of the poet," revealing different 
facets, real or imagined, of Walt Whitman, from super-poet to soldier 
observer to fatherly (almost motherly) soother of the wounded. 
Another major cluster of images in Drum-Taps are nature it:lages. 
Al,though these poems are often concerned -with "the red business" of war, 
Whitman still f inds a place for sensitive imagery based on the beauty of 
nature, images often contrasted with the horror of war. These images of 
pastoral nature are in contrast to Helvi·lle' s images drawn from the 
cataclysmic aspects of nature. For example, in "Song of the Banner at 
Daybreak," Whitman alternates lines about nature with lines about war 
to show the uniting power of yet another image, the flag. He has the 
banner "speaking:" 
Demons and death then I say, 
Put in all, age all will I, sword-shaped 
pennant for war, 
And a pleasure new and ecstatic, the prattled 
yearnings of children, 
Blent with the sounds of the peaceful land 
and the liquid wash of the sea, 
And the black ships fighting on the sea 
envelop'd in smoke, 
And the icy cool of the far, far north, with 
rustling cedars and pines, 
And the whirr of drums and the sounds of 
soldiers marching, and the hot sun 
shining south • • • 
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In "Bivouac on a Mountain Side," Whitman makes the beauty of nature the 
major element of the poem in which the soldiers of the traveling army 
"appear only as phantasms--"shadowy forms of men and horses, looming, 
large-sized, flickering" in the light of "numerous camp fires scatter'd 
near and far.11 The scene is described as 
• • •  a fertile valley spread, with barns 
and the orchards of summer, 
Behind terraced sides of a mountain, abrupt, 
in places rising high, 
Broken, with rocks, with clinging cedars, 
with tall shapes dingily seen 
And over all the sky--the sky! far, far 
out of reach, studded, breaking out, the 
eternal stars. 
And one sees the same war-nature contrast in "Come Up from the Fields, 
Father," "Vigil Strange I Kept on the Field One Night," and "Look Down> 
Fair .Hoon." For example, in the latter poem, Whitman writes> 
took do,,n--·f air· moon and ha the this scene, 
Pour softly down night' s nimbus floccs on 
faces ghastly, swollen, purple, 
On the dead on their backs with arms toss'd 
wide, 
Pour down your unstinted nimbus sacred Goon. 
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In fact, Hhitn.an expresses his hope for reconciliation bet•..1een the two 
�arring factions in terms of nature in the final two· lines of the final 
poe:::i. of Drum-Taps : 11The Northern ice and rain that be�a:i �e nourish me 
to the end,/But the hot sun of the South is to fully ripen �y song." In 
":Rise 0 days from your Fathomless Deeps, 11 Whitman uses inages from nature 
to describe the raising of the Union army-"Something for us is po�ring 
cow nore than Niagara pouring/Torrents of men (sources and rills of the 
�;orter..;est are you indeed inexhaustible?)._" In his career, 1:-.Thitman went 
first to nature to gain inspiration. As he says in "Give �-!e the Splendid 
Sile-at Sun, 11 "Give me to warble spontaneous songs reclus e by myself, for 
u.ine o\;n ears only, /Give me solitude> give me tfature, give rae again 0 
�;ature your pri;nal sanities. 11 Then he became caught in "T.1e life of the 
theatre, bar-room, huge hotel 11 and finally in "The der.se ly: i�ade bound 
for the wa-r1 -with high piled military wagons following." Sut he still 
found nature as source for imagery to be used even in �oe�s about war. 
Whitcan uses other type of images in Drum-Taps. Ee has a cluster 
of sound images, mainly concerned with the sounds of '.:ar--the battle 
=usic of bugle, and drul!l, the battle sounds--11a single shot snapping like 
2 �-·hip, 11 "the short t-h-t ! t-h-t ! of rifle balls, 11 ''�re.:i.t shells shrieking 
as they pass/The grape like the hun and whirr of wind th�ou�� the tre�s, " 
for exanple. And he nakes an ima ge in which he personifies the year 1861: 
"Arn'<l year--year of the struggle . • .  / . • •  as a stro::� :-:an e rect, clothed 
in blue clothes, advancing, carrying a rifle on your s�culder," He also 
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-uses mother it?ages several·· times. For example, in 11First 0 Songs for 
a Prelude," he speaks of the "Old matron of this proud, friendly, 
turbulent city," and in "Virginia-The West," he says, "Tne noble �ire 
fall en on evil days/. . • brandishing. • • /the insane ":mif c to•A·ard the 
Mother of All." And Whitman has several good flag i:::.ages. In "Song of 
the Banner," the flag is the "banner leading the day ..-1.th stars brought 
from the night," while "World Take Good Notice," it is described as 
having 
• • •  silver stars fading 
H.ilky hue ript, weft of white detaching, 
Coals thirty-eight, baleful and burning, 
Scarlet, significant. 
And in "Delicate Cluster," Whitman combines flag and i;other i.o.ages: 
Flag cerulean--sunny flag, with the orbs 
of night dappled! 
Ah my silvery beauty--ah my wooly white and 
crimson! 
Ah to sing the song of you, my matron eighty! 
But no tiatter what i.w.ages Whitoan chooses to make concrete his perceptions, 
the overshadowing image is the one that contains the ego of the poet, the 
ubiquitous "111• 
Melville, on the other hand, is not so forcibly present in the 
imagery in Battle-Pieces. Melville's major type of icage is the meta-
physical image, the ira.age which, taken at surface value, seems too far-
fetched, too bizarre to work at all, much less be superbly effective. Yet 
these images work so well that they become the distinguishir.g characteristic 
of Melville's poetry. The first poem of Battle-Pieces, "The Portent," is 
a prine example of �elville's skill with such an in.age. In the poem, the 
central figure is the executed John Brown, "Hanging from the oeam,/Slowly 
S'-'aying. 11 TI1e poet then speaks of. the head wound Bro.,.-n received when he 
was captured--"The cut is on .. . the crown"--arid expands the image to make 
an implication for the nation--"And the stabs shall heal no more." In 
the second stanza, he works his image further. Referring to the hood 
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placed over the head of the person being executed so t�at onlookers are 
spared seeing the contorted face of the hanged felon, :::felville says, 
"Hidden in the cap/Is the anguish none can draw." !-felville then applies 
the image of the cap to knowledge of the future which is unknown--"So 
your future veils its face,/Shenandoah." He next dra�s the reader's eyes 
to John Brown's luxuriant beard which is not covered by the hood, and 
this "streaming beard" becomes the tail of a comet--"the meteor of the 
war." And the parenthetical comment," (Weird John Bror.m),11 is also 
packed with suggestions of Fate, by using the archaic ceaning of "weird." 
Melville, in this short poem, is able to control his central icage so 
that all these meanings and understood and John Brown beco�es the portent, 
blazing across the pages of history, foretelling the tragedy of the war. 
Other examples of the particularly apt, though u�usual images are found 
throughout the poeras. Two such images which use animals as their subjects 
are found in "The House-Top" and "The Armies of the Wilderness." In the 
first, Melville characterizes the "oppression" of mind that •he feels on 
the night of the draft riots in New York as being "such/As tawny tigers 
feel in matted shades ,/Vexing their blood and m_aking apt for ravage." 
And in the second poem, �lelville comments on the nature of man: 
Turned adrift into war 
Han runs �Jild on the plain, 
Like the jennets let loose 
On the Pampas--zebras again. 
Other rainor examples of metaphysical images are found, for example, in 
"Donelson," where "diamond-cutting diamond work" is used to describe the 
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�ork of sharpshooters; in "A Utilitarfan is View of the �fonitor' s 
Fight," when he com..-nents, 
War's made 
Less grand than Peace, 
And a singe runs through lace and ieather 
and in "The Frenzy in the Wake;" in which the destruction in the South 
is described as "the garments rolled in blood/Scorch in cities wrapped 
in flame." Often, as can be seen from these examples, the peculiarly 
apt words that Melville chooses cause his images to be packed with 
weaning through associations. 
Metaphysical images occur in the other groups of iMages found in 
�ielville's poetry. A cluster of images deals with Nelville's fascination 
with the hidden aspects of life. In these images, Melville shows an 
often-calm or innocuous surface, hiding some kind of abomination. In 
"The Conflict of Convictions and "America," he speaks of the evil 
hidden under the surface, in the foundations of life. The image is 
one of "slimed foundations" in "Conflict of Convictions," ...... hile in 
"America," the "silent vision" of the mother figure reveals "earth's 
foundation bare,/And Gorgon in her hidden place." In "Co�eraorative of 
a i�aval Victory" and "A Canticle," water is the cloaking surf ace for the 
"shark �that] glides white through the phosphorus sea" and "The Giant of 
the Pool/ [that] Heaves his forehead white as wool" to threaten the beauty 
of the rainbow. And the nost obvious of these images is found in 11The 
Apparition," where a "pastoral green" field is destroved bv the sudde� 
a?pearance of "a goblin-mountain" "upheaved" from the "ui:reserve of Ill" 
hiding beneath the thin crust of appearances. 
Since Helville was a sailor for five years of his life and since 
several of his novels deal with the sea, many of his i�a£es are drawn 
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from his experiences as a sailor. Melville is adept: 3.t seeing aspects 
of the war in terms of the sea. For example, he uses sea inages to 
convey the reality of battle in "Donelson," "Over t::e grour.d that 
oorning lost/Rolled the blue billows, tempest-tossed" and in "G etty sb urg ," 
Before our lines it seemed a beach 
Which wild September gales have s trO".m 
With havoc on wreck, and dashed therewith 
Pale crews unknown-­
Men, ams, and steeds • .  
He uses a sea image, "a mixed surf of muffled sound," to give the sound 
o f  "the Atheist roar of riot" in "The House-Top" and saows the grimness 
of the POi.J's environnent in "In the Prison Pen" with one line, "'Tis 
barren as a pelican-beach.'' In a more extensive sea isage i n  "The 
College Colonel," l-1el vil le describes the exhaustion and be•..rilderment 
of a regi�ent, newly-home from the war: 
• • •  a remnant half-tattered, and battered, 
and worn, 
Like cas�a�ay sailors, who--stunned 
By the surf's loud roar, 
Their �ates dragged bac� and seen no �ore� 
Again and again breast the surge, 
And at last crawl, spent to shore 
In "A Requiew:i for Soldiers Lost in Ocean Transports, 11 �·felville combines 
sea and nature iraages. He compares ocean and earth the oorning after 
devastating storms ("storms that woodland rue" and an "ocean's ghastly 
gale") and finds tha t as "To valleys comes atoning da· ... --n" so over the sea 
the "laughing light of hoyden morning breaks" and t�e creatures of both 
renew their activity. .3irds "Caroling fly in the languid blue," "Pouring 
raites their airy dance pursue, 11 whil e in the sea fishes s-;.;i-:! t:.? from the 
depths along "With shoals of shining tiny things" t:o 11Frolic 0".1 every wave 
that flings/Against. the pro·..; its showery spray." All th is rene-;.ral of 
activity, of life, after a storm is in contrast to the dead, "�·.1-wse ba rk 
was lost where now the cic-lp:;·i�_s · play" and who will never see the light 
nor siznt . • •  the long-sought land and 
pilot :::ore 
Nor heec • • •  the lone bird ' s  fli�ht 
Round ��e one spar where mid-sea sur£es �our . 
Xelville was at home witn �oth sea and land images , and he �ade nany 
earth-nature images in Battle-Pieces. 
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As one sees in 11A Req:.ii em" �·1elville seems drawn to the cataclysmic 
aspects of nature for many o f . the images. In "Misgivings , "  he uses 
"ocean clouds over inland h.ills/[that] Sweep sterning in late autumn 
brown" and in "The Conflict of Convictions , "  he describes a tornadic 
wind , "a wind in purpose strong-/It spins aga inst' the way it drives , "  
while in "The Coming Ston:i," he uses a description o f  "A del:1on-cloud 
like the mountain one" that bursts upon "a spirit as mild/As this urned 
lake . "  "Apathy and Enthusiasn" begins with a dismal image taken from 
nature that nicely proclair:s the "apathy" section o f  the poeo : 
0 the cla:n::y cold November 
And the ��nter white and dead, 
And the terror dumb with stupor 
And the sky a sheet of lead 
Nature mirrors the events of :;ien-"even ts that came resounding/With the 
cry that All was los t , "  and then !1elville uses a sound iwa?;e' taken from 
�ature--"Like the thunder cracks of massy ice/In intens i ty of frost . "  
Melville also images t:he kinder aspects o f  nature , as in "Ball ' s  
Bluff , "  "They moved like Juny r::orning o n  the wave , / Their hearts were 
fresh as clover in its p r::.::e ,  u or in "On the Men of �laine , "  where he speaks 
of the south as a 
zo;ne 
Of f i g  anci orang e ,  cane and lime 
(a lane �o• unlike their own 
With tile colci pine-grove overgrow-nJ 
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And Melville also uses nature images : in. an a lmost allegorical sense,- as 
i n  "The Swamp Angel," "The Canticle," 11The Muster," and "Aurora-Bor ealis. " 
I n  the latt�r poem, which i s  subtitled "Commemorativ e  of the Dissolution 
of ' Armies at the Peace (Hay, 1865 ) , " the undulating waves of the 
northern lights play through the poem as Melville p onders the connection 
between the power that controls the aurora-borealis and the U nion army. 
I n  the first stanza, Melville gives the feeling of the appearance and 
movement of the lights--
• • • £ lashed uprearings 
In ·the cold gloom-- . 
Retreatings a nd advancings 
Transitions and enhancings 
And blood y ray. 
·In the second stanza, "the phantom-host, " which refers to the northern 
light� but refers also to an evil force, is defeated by the dawn: "the 
p hantom host has failed quite • • •  /and g ives way/To pale, meek Da wn. " 
Then Melville ties the observation of a natural phenomenon to the 
observation of a military event: 
The coming, going, 
Alike in wonder showing-­
Alike in God 
Decreeing and command ing 
The million blades that glowed 
The muster and d isba nding-­
Midnight a nd Horn. 
The elements of Melville's allegorical nature images are tied together so 
tightly that it is d ifficult to separate the elements without destroying 
the full meaning of the poems. 
Melville, like Whitman, also uses an allegorical-mother image. 
Melville's i s  found in the poem " America," in which the history of the 
nation b efore the war ,  the conduct· of the nation dur ing the war and the 
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hope for the nation after the war are expressed in terms of the mother-
figure. The mother-image progresses from "the exulting heart of young 
Maternity" when "The land reposed in peace below" to "the lorn Nother 
Cwho] speechless s tood , / Pale at the fury of her brood" to finally , the 
11tature woman , purified by the "terror of the vision,." with "Law on her 
brow and empire in her eyes" facing the future: 
While the shadow, chased by light 
Fled along the far-drawn height , 
And left her on the crag. 
Melville, again like Whitman , also makes flag images .  In the same 
· poem that contains the mother image, he speaks of 
• • •  a Banner in gladsome air-­
Starry , like Berenice's Hair • • •  
Uith undulating long-drawn flow, 
As rolled Brazilian billows go 
Voluminously o'er the Line. 
And in "The Frenzy in the Wake , "  he gives a Southern ' s  view of Old Glory, 
"the flag we hate, the flag whose s tars/Like planets s trike us t hrough. " 
Melville' s  Battle-Pieces also contains a number of Biblical images .  
Melville of ten personifies the evil he sees in the war as Satan while h e  
represents t h e  cause of t h e  North as archangels . In "Conflict o f  Convic-
tions ," he says "Sata n ' s  old age is strong and hale/And Raphaei a white 
enthusiast still," and later in the same poem says, "I mark a twinkling 
in the tent/Of Michael the warrior one . "  In "Apathy and Enthus iasm , "  h e  
relates that after Sumter "Michael seemed gigantical/The Arch-fiend but 
a dwar f , "  and in "The Fall of Richmond , "  he writes , "But hearts unquelled 
at last deter/The helmed dilated Lucifer . '' But whether �elville · chooses 
Biblical lore, the sea , the beauties of nature or the workings o f  the 
cosmos to make his images , the outstanding quality o f  his imagery is 
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his ability to find t he exact , th ough unexpec ted, word that no t only has 
the mea ning needed in t he poem, but also carries with it a series of 
ass ociations .  These metaphysical i mages occur often i n  Bat t l e -Pieces 
and raise Melville ' s  Civil War p oems a bove the adequate and give them 
the mar k of greatness . 
IV. THE SUBJECT MATTER OF DRUN-TAPS 
Though Whitman' s  Drum-Taps and Melville ' s  Battle-Piece s ,  obviously , 
are based on the same general subj ect , and though the two poets chose 
to treat some of the same subj ects, the overall thematic structure is 
very different. Whitman writes war songs , of personal experiences and 
observations , of himself as a poet composing war poems , and most obviously, 
of "the ' d ivine average , ' "  "The young soldiers as he knew them in their 
crit:i.Cal .moments--wounded, friendless , alone . 1116 'Melville ' s  poems deal 
with generals , battles, heroes , the hardware of war, ·underlaid with 
Melville ' s  preoccupation with the existence , the reality of evil. Whitman, 
the conscious poet-presence in all his works , is the bard of the war in 
several poens. He writes a series of splendid war songs intended to 
catch the excitement of the nation going to war . The first poem, "First 
0 Songs for a Prelud e , "  brims with war fever. "War: an arm'd race is 
advancing! the welcome for battle, no turning away ; /  War: be i t  weeks , 
months , o r  years, an a rrn ' d  race is advancing to welcome it , "
'
whi tman 
proclaims. And he begins to define the role of war poet in the next 
poem, "Eighteen Sixty-One," "No dainty rhymes or sentimental love verses 
for you terrible year/Not you as sorae pale poetling seated at a desk 
lisping cadenzas piano . "  Whitman personifies the year of che beginning 
of the war as 
• • •  a s trong man erect • • •  
With well-gristled body and sunburnt 
face and hands • • •  
• . • shouting loud , your sonorous voice 
ringing across the continen t ,  
Your masculine voice 0 vear. 
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As the year sends its "sonoro.us voice ·a·cross the continent" urging, · 
supporting the war, so does Whi tman, the poet of the war. He reemphasizes 
this identity as war poet in "Beat !  Beat! Drum s ! "  And "Song of the 
Banner at Daybreak." In the first poem, he relates through word and 
sound images the disrupting effect of the war. To the beat of the war 
drums and clarion call of the bugle, every aspect of life, "the solemn 
church ·and the school where the scholar is studying," the courts, the 
markets , is interrupted. In the second poem,· under the influence of 
the banner, representing "an idea only" (the idea of the union) ,  
Whitman, the poe t ,  finds his voice. 
My limbs, my veins dilate, my theme i s  
clear at last, 
I hear from above 0 pennant of war your 
ironical call and demand, 
Insensate : insensate ! 
· 
And i n  "Rise 0 days from Your Fathomless Deeps," he recounts his develop-
ment as a poet--how he first went to Nature , then to the cities where 
finally he "witness'd the true lightning," "witness ' d  my cities electric." 
So he says, 
I have lived to behold man burst forth and 
warlike America rise, 
Hence I will seek no more the food of the 
northern solitary wilds, 
No more the mountains roam or sail the stormy 
sea. 
Whitman seemed to feel that he had an obligation to be the poet of the 
war, celebrating its masculine mystique. As he says in "City of Ship s ,. "  
"In peace I chanted peace, but now the drum of war is mine," or, -as in 
uTo a Certain Civilian," 
(I  have been born of the same as the war 
was born 
Tne drum-corps rattle is ever to me sweet music, 
I love well the martial dirge, 
Wit� low wail and convulsive throb leading the 
officer' s  funeral . )  
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But though his war songs are fuil of the excited exclamations. of a 
man enthralled by the spectacle of a nation readying itself for the 
heroic glories of war, Whitman manages a few times to sound a rather 
pensive note, as when, in the final line of "Eighteen Sixty-One , "  he 
calls the year, "hurrying , crashing, sad, distracte4 year , "  or in "Rise 
0 Days from Your Fathomless Deep s , "  amid praise for the greatness of the 
armed cities and the strength of democracy , he inserts , parenthetically , 
" (Yet a mournful wail and low sob I fancied I heard through the d ar k , /  
I n  a lull o f  the deafening confusion) . "  Yet though these thoughtful 
comments occur, the overall iopact of Whitman' s  po,ems celebrating the 
war is one imbued �ith the romantic concept of the righteous wrath of the 
North rising to crush the sinful Sout h ,  with Hhitma n ;  the bard of the 
war, chanting the war song with almost hysterical j ubilation. 
Yet realizing that war is not all glorious parades , heroes and 
�ictories , Whitman turned. from poems of celebration to more realistic 
subjects-
(Arous ' d  and angry, I ' d  thought to beat the 
alarum, and urge relentless war, 
But soon my fingers fail'd me, my face droo p ' d  and 
I resign ' d  myself, 
To sit by the wounded and soothe them, or silently 
watch the dead) . ("The Wound-Dresser") 
Whitman descends from the heights of near-hysteria to describe more 
realistic aspects of the war until he reaches the ultimate reality of 
war--suffering and death. In the four impressionistic vignettes, 
"Cavalry Crossing a Ford ," "Bivouac on a Mountain Side , "  "An Army 
Corps on the Harch11 and "By the Bivouac' s Fitful Flame , "  he gives 
subjective descriptions of a reality of war--of the movement of an army , 
stripped of the romantic trappings· of the earlier poens. The descriptions 
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are quite subd ued and s ens itive ,  ·and· while they approach r eality more 
closely than a poem like "Beat! Beat! Dru:ns ! 11 they s t ill have a tinge of 
the unreal ab out them. Their unr eal quality comes f r om the mind of the 
poet, who is, after all, seeing these thin gs. And h e  is viewing the army 
from a d istance, " A  line in long array wher e they wind b etwixt green 
islands,11 "the dust-cover'd men,/In columns rise and fall to the und ula-
tions of the ground , "  or in s ilhouette under the cover o f  night, "The 
s hadowy forms of men and hors es , looming, large-s ized , flickering" or 
"The tents o f  the sleeping army, the f ields' and woods' d im outline." 
I n  these f our poems, Whitman is moving closer to wha t would become 
the real war f or him. The real war and the tragedy of war ,  he f ound , is 
the suf f er ing of the s oldiers and the d eath of so many men. And about 
this s uf f ering and death, Wh itman wrote a group of f inely-sens itive 
poems. In "Come Up from the Fields, Father," Whitman deals with a s ingle 
family's tragedy, the death f r om a war wound of the only son. Whitman 
contrasts the b eauty and bounty of the family farm--
• • .apples r ip e  in the orchards hang and 
grapes on trellis ' d  vines 
(Smell you the smell of grapes on the vines? 
Smell you the b uckwheat wher e  the b ees were 
lately buzzing?) 
Above all, lo, the sky so calm, so transparent 
af ter the rain, and with wondro us clouds, 
Below too, all calm , all vital and beaut iful 
and the farm prospers we�l--
with the agonizing grief felt b y  the family, especia lly by the mother--
Ah now the single f igure to me, 
Amid all teeming and wealthy Ohio with all 
its cities a nd farms, 
S ick ly whit e  in the face and dull in the 
head, very faint, 
By the j amb of a door leans. 
The mot her does not recover from the loss inflicted up on her b y  t he war--
ref using to eat, unab le to sleep , 
• • •  longing with one deep longing, 
0 that she might withdraw unnoticed. 
To follow, to seek, to be with her dear dead son. 
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The_ permanent effect of the war on one of the lucky combatants who survived 
is related in "The Artilleryman' s  Vision." Though he is home safe , his 
nights are invaded regularly by the dream-visions o f  the battles he was 
in, hearing and s eeing all the horror of battle ,  "The falling, dying . 
the wounded dripping and red , "  which he says, "I heed not," but which he 
obviously heeds every night. Whitman's "Wound-Dresser" shows the lasting 
e f fect of his war experience as a volunteer in the army hospital on the 
poet himself . Told from the perspective of years after the war , as 
"an old man bending ," reliving his memories of the war, Whitman recounts 
to the "maidens and young men"--
With hinged knees returning I enter the doors. 
Bearing the bandages , water and sponge, 
Straight and swift to my wounded I go. • • 
Though he obviously derived satisfaction from his nursin g ,  Whitman 
wanted his reader to see the truth of war and he does not spare the 
distasteful details. He says, 
An attendant follows holding a tray , he carries 
a ref use pail 
Soon to -be filled with clotted rags and blood , 
emptied , and f ill'd again. 
From the stump of the arm, the amputated hand, 
I undo the clotted lint, remove the slough, wash 
off the matter and blood • • •  
I dress a wound in the side, deep, deep , 
But a day or two more , for see the frame all 
wasted and sinking , 
And the yellow blue countenance see . 
I dress the perforated shoulder , the foot with . 
the bullet-wound , 
Cleanse the one with a gnawing and putrid gan�rene , 
so sickening, so offensive. 
Whitman wrote two other poems about his experience in the real war with 
the real victims , the common soldier. In "A March in the Ranks Hard-Prest," 
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Whitman visits "an impromptu hospital�" once "a large old church at· the 
crossing roads , "  where he is inundated by sights and sounds of horrible 
suffering-
Faces , varieties , postures beyond description , 
most in obscurity , soMe of them dead , 
Surgeons operating , attendants holding lights, 
the smell of ether , the odor of blood , 
The crowd , 0 the crowd of the bloody forms , the 
yard outside also fill ' d ,  
Some on the bare ground , some on planks or 
stretcher s ,  some in death spasm sweating , 
An occasional scream or cry , the doctor ' s  
shouted orders or calls 
The glisten of the little steel instruments 
catching the glint of the torches . 
In "A Sight in Camp in the Daybreak Grey and Dim , "  Whitman is confronted 
with "Three forms • • •  on stretchers lying , brought out there untended 
lying , / Over each the blanket spread • • •  " As he lifts the blankets and 
looks in the faces of the dead men, he sees that war is no respecter of 
age. One corpse is of an "elderly man so gaunt and grim, with well-gray 'd 
hair , and flesh all sunken about the eyes � "  another is a "sweet boy with 
cheeks yet blooming . "  The third corpse has "a face nor child nor o ld ,  
very calm, as of beautiful yellow-white ivory . "  Almost mys tically 
Whitman sees that "this face is the face of Christ himself /Dead and 
divine and brother of all . "  That Whitman equates a battlefield death with 
the execution of Jesus Christ indicates the depth of his feeling about 
the senseless slaughter of war . 
Whitman is not completely irreconcilable where the suffering and 
death of the war are concerned. He is able to reconcile death through 
a mys tical experience that allows him to accept death. In "Vigil Strange 
I Kept on the Field One Nigh t , "  he is once again performing his self-
assigaed task--to sit by the dead. But this vigil beside the body of a 
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man he calls , "my son and my . comrade , .. . is not one of sorrow o r  uncontrolled 
grief. Rather Wh itman has transcended grief. Through the influence o f  
"nigh t , "  "starligh t , "  " the moderate night wind , "  Whitman transcends 
physical reality ("dimly around me the battle field spreading" )  and 
reaches a real acceptance of the death of his beloved comrad e .  He s ay s ,  
But not a tear fell, not even a long-drawn 
sigh, long , long I gazed , 
Then on the earth partially reclining sat by your 
side learning my chin in my hands , 
Passing sweet hour s ,  immortal and mystic hours 
with you dearest comrade--not a tear , not a wor d ,  
Vigil of silence , love and death , vigil for you 
my son and my soldier, 
So that with the rising of the sun, h e  is able to 
' 
wrap the body in a 
blanket and "bur fy J him where he fell . "  In "Dirge for Two Veteran s , "  
the funeral procession of two soldiers, son and father, who fell "in 
the foremost ranks of the fierce assault , " evokes a similar response 
\.1hitman . At first, he sees "a sad procession" and hears the funeral 
in 
music , "full-key ' d  bugles , "  which are filling "the city streets • • •  as 
with voices and with tears ," "great drums pounding , "  "small drums whirring , "  
and h e  say s ,  "every blo-:.7 of the great convulsive drums , / Strike me through 
and through. "  Yet under the influence of the funeral dirge and the moon--. 
"The sorrowful vast phantom �that] moves illumine d , 11--Whitman overcomes
. 
his grief and can accept the deaths. The poems in which Whitman writes 
about the common soldier and his response to the war are perhaps the most 
sensitive , the best poetry of Drum-Taps . Whitman himself described 
these poems in "Lo Victress on the Peaks" as : 
Ho poem proud , I chanting bring to thee, nor 
mastery ' s  rapturous vers e ,  
But a cluster containing nigh t ' s  darkness and 
blood-dripping wounds .  
And psalms of the dead . 
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Whitman also wrote a group of poems about the courage o f  the . 
common soldier, thanking them for their faithful service to their fello� 
man and , often, referring to the "manly love" Whitman himself felt for 
them. The poams , "Race of Veterans" and "How Solemn as One by One," give 
Whitman ' s  praise for the soldiers of the North--the "race of the conquering 
march , "  with whom he feels a spiritual kinship- ("! see behind each mask 
that wonder a kindred soul") . And in "O Tan-Faced Prairie Boy , "  Whitman 
expresses the Calamus love he feels for the "tan-faced prairie boy" 
who "came , taciturn , w:ith nothing to give , "  except a mutually shared 
look, which was to Whitman "more than all the gifts of the world . n  This 
same idea of love is expanded in "Over the Carnage Rose Prophetic a 
Voice" to become the "affection that shall solve t11e problem of freedom 
yet." And in two poems , "Adieu to a Soldier" and "As I Lay with My 
Read in Your Lap Camerad o , "  not strictly about the war, though they are 
both addressed to soldier s ,  Whitman hints that the end of the war for the 
soldiers signals the beginning of more campaigns for him. For example, 
he says in "As I Lay With My Head in your Lap Camerado , 1 1  "I confess I 
have urged you onward with me, and still urge you , without the least 
idea what is our destination,/Or whether we shall be victorious, or 
utterly quel l ' d  and defeated . "  And in "Adieu to a Soldie r , "  he says, 
Myself and this contentious soul of mine, 
Still on our own campaigning bound • 
• • • a war fight out--aye her e ,  
To fiercer , weightier battles give expression. 
To subject matter Whitman culls from the total experience of the war to 
use in his poems is somewhat limited , especially when compared with 
�tel ville ' s lengthy list of subj ects. He writes war songs celebrating 
the glorious , masculine business of combat , moves to sensitive poems 
dealing with the reality of war , and concludes on a soraber note, with 
hope for the future. 
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V. THE SUBJECT MATTER OF BATTLE-PIECES 
Melville ' s  Battle-Pieces covers a much wider scope o f  subj ect 
oatter than does Whitman ' s  Drum-Taps . Melville writes of the major 
battles of the war , often using the battles as stepp ing stones to 
other considerations . He writes of the heroes and delves into the 
psychology of heroism. He writes groups of poems about the war and 
about the nature of man. And in the "Verses Inscriptive and Comr:iemora-
tive , "  h e  says his farewell to the dead �f the war , in contrast to 
Whitman, who spoke more often to the survivors. In �rit ing o f  the 
initial battles of the war , Xelville deals with the fate of the young 
soldiers-"the strip lings [who] flung the scoff" "at the towers of 
Erebus" ("Apathy and Enthusiasm" ) .  In "The March into Virginia: Ending 
in the First Manassas , "  he writes of the newly-recruited soldiers and 
their almost joyful mood as they march into their first battle: 
All they feel is this : ' tis glory , 
A rapture sharp , though transitory , 
Yet lasting in belaureled story. 
So they gayly go to fight , 
Chatting left and laughing right. 
In "Bal l ' s  Bluf f , "  Melville speaks of 
Young soldiers marching lustily 
Unto the wars , 
With f i f e s ,  and flags in mottoed pageantry; 
While all the porches , walks and doors 
Were rich with ladies cheering royally . 
But Helville knows that the soldiers who "gayly go to figh t , "  "Shall die 
experienced ere three days be spent , "  and the ones who r.:ia:-ched into battle 
with cheers ringing· in their ears, would come to "Death in a rosy clime . "  
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The deaths of t hese s ol di e rs p r ofoundly affect Melville , as he rep orts in 
"Bal l ' s  Bluff." It robs him of "easeful sleep" s o  tha t "leaving be d. 
(heJ mused • • •  on those brave boys , s ome oarching feet found pause at 
last by cliffs Poto:nac cleft. '1 In "Chat tanoog a ,  11 he centers t he p o  en on 
t he soldiers who, almost as in a game ,  vie wi t h  e ach other t o  gain t he 
t op of t he bluffs to c onfront t he rebel soldiers .  Melville s e e ms oore 
able t o  accept t he dea t h  of t he " y oung and fair" t han in t he ot her two 
p oems , t houg h · he ma y be spe aking i ronically. He sa ys , 
Forever they slumber • • •  
The s mile upon t hem a s  t hey died; 
Their end a t t ained, that end a height; 
Life was t o  t hese a dream fulfi l l e d  
And deat h  a starry night. 
In t he other poems a bou t maj or land batt les , Melville plays on 
var i ous t heme s .  In " Donels on , "  he g i ves a poetic rendering o f  t he seige 
of F ort D onelson a n d  t he Union victory. But the fin al e mp hasis is not 
on t he glori ous victory bu t ra t he r  on "wife and mai d, " who 
• • •  e arly rose, 
And, fe ve rish in t he foggy snows , 
Snatched t he damp paper • • •  
The death-list l i ke a rive r  flows 
Dow n  the pale s he e t ,  
And there the whelming w aters mee t .  
While Melville ' s  sur vivors are n ot as personalized a s  Whitman's i n  "C ome 
Up from t he Fields, Fa ther," Mel ville's symp at hy is clearly fel t .  And 
his final word on t he battle le aves no dou bt as to his final opinion of 
t he batt l e ,  of the wa r. 
Ah God! May Time with happy has t e  
Bring wail and t riumph t o  a was te, 
And war be done ; 
The ba ttle' s flag-s taff f all at hwar t  
The curs ' d  ravine, an d wither; naught 
Be left of trench or gun ; 
Tlie ? ast ion, let it e bb away, 
Washed with r i ver bed: and Day 
In vain seek Done lson. 
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Melville emphasizes the healing aspects of uninvolved natur e ,  in the 
poems "Shiloh" and "Malvern Hi l l . "  The swallows flying over the "Forest 
field of Shiloh ," which lately resounded to the sounds of battle and 
"echoed to many a parting groan/And natural prayer/Of dying foeman , 11 
give a peacefulness to the battlefield. As Melville says, "And all is 
hushed at Shiloh . "  In "Halvern Hill , "  though the "Elms o f  Malvern Hill , "  
"recall" "rigid comrades • • •  some with the cartridge i n  their mouth, 
others with fixed arms lifted South , "  "haggard beards of blood , "  and 
other horrors of battle, they are not involved in the insanity and provide 
a kind of continuity for life--
, 
We elms of Malvern Hill 
Remember every thing ; 
But sap the twig will f i l l :  
Wag the world how it wil l ;  
Leaves must be green in Spring. 
Melville gains perspective in another way in "Battle of Stone River, 
Tennessee." He sees the battle field of Stone River blend "With Tewksbury 
and Barnet Heath , "  (battlefields in the War of the Roses) and "The story 
dim and date obscur e ; / In legend all shall end . "  Yet Melville cannot be 
sure that the emnity o f  the American Civil War will fade into his·tory. 
He asks , 
But where the sword has plunged so deep, 
And then been turned within the wound 
By deadly Hate. 
Shall North and South their rage deplore, 
And reunited thrive amain 
Like Yorkist and Lancastrian? 
In the poems dealing with the battles of Gettysburg and Look-ou t .Mountain, 
Melville gives expression to his deeply-felt conviction of the rightness 
of the Northern cause. Speaking of a particularly vicious charge withstood 
by the Union forces ·at Gettysburg , he says, "Pride was repelled by sterner 
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prid e , /  And Right is a strong-hold ye·t-:11 In "Look-Out Mountain , "  he · speaks 
of the battle in almost Biblical terms--
There is battle in the Mountain-­
Might assaulteth Might ; 
'Tis the fastness of the Anarch 
Torrent-torn ,  an ancient height ; 
The crags resound the clangor 
Of the war of Wrong and Right--
and ends the poem with--
God has glorified the Mountain 
Where a Banner burneth brigh t ,  
And the armies in the valley 
They are fortified in right. 
"The Armies of the Wilderness" sums up another of tfelville's att itudes 
about the war. The stanzaic descript ions of the engagements in the 
campaign, interspersed with Melvill e ' s  ironic comments, are an excellent 
rendering of the confusion of this particular series of battles. And 
the final stanza shows Helvil le ' s  bewilderment at the whole question of 
war: 
None can narrate that strife of war-­
A seal is on it--Sabaean lore! · 
Obscure as the wood , the entangled rhyme 
But hints a t  the maze of war--
Vivid glimpses or livid through peopled gloom, 
And fires which creep and char-.:-
A riddle of death which the slain 
Sole solvers are. 
Melville was , understandably , interested in the subj ect of sea and 
river, battles and wrote a cluster of po,ems dealing with them. The two 
poems , "Running the Batteries" and "The Battle for the Bay , "  are descrip-
tions of the Union victories at Vicksburg and Mobile , respectively . The 
former poem is written in the first person, with Union observers on the 
hills above Vicksburg describing the battle. Since the battle took place 
at night and the observers are some dis tance away , the battle is described 
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in i::.a�es of light . The night is so dark that the observers must st"rain 
to s�� t'.:e , �ar boats--"gunboat and transport in Indian file/Upon the 
\.·ar-?a�h, s=.ooth from the �orth . "  Then "A flame leaps out , "  and the 
l � g � �  i;;;, �es follow each other quickly through the poe�--for example : 
Converging fires. We speak, though low: 
"That blastful furnace can they thread?" 
"Why , Shadrach , �-Iesha ch and Abed-nego 
Came out all right , we read, 
The Lor d ,  be sure, he helps his people , Ned . "  
O�her light i=ages are 
On bluffs • • •  a golden growing f lame appears-­
Conf irms to a silvery steadfast one, 
The shining flag-ship st ings their guns t o  
furious play, 
Fearless they f lash through gates o f  f lame , 
The salamanders hard to hit . 
A!ld t:::.e f inal i:ca.ge is one in t..1hich }1elville gleans "glinpses o f  beauty" 
f �o� the �orror of war--
The effulgence takes an anber glow, 
Which bathes the hill-side villas far ; 
Af frighted ladies mark the show 
Painting the pale magnolia--
The fa ir , f a lse , Circe light of cruel War .  
I:i ''T'he 3attle for the Bay,." }felville shows estee'G'l f o r  sailors 1?Y . 
p=e�a�ing a�d ecding the description o f  the battle with a stanza o f  
p=a�se f e r  �e3 of the sea . lie calls sailors 
. noble hea!'ts, 
To when mysterious seas have been 
In midnight watches , lonely cal� and s torm, 
A stern , sad ci iscipline 
And rooted out the false and vain, 
And chaste�eG then t o  aptnes3 for 
Devo:ion--the deeds of war , 
And death which smiles and cheers in s p i t e  of pain • 
.;._--.=. :-.e ca2.ls :=:a sailors , dro�.med in the battle -.;hen their ship was sunk, 
11C:-.::.:-::�:d c'."".::'..lcre::l of the deep" �·:ho shall never hear the cheers of prais e ,  
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though they "Did boldly, nobly earn " them . 11 In the poems "The Battle for 
Hississippi , "  and "Dupont ' s  Round Figh t , "  Helville further emphasizes 
his belief - in the rightness of the Northern cause. In "The Battle for 
the Mississippi , "  he gives a Biblical tone to the poem by once again 
seeing the Union forces in the garb of the ancient Israelites (as he 
did in "Running the Batteries") : 
When Israel camped by Migdal hoar, 
Down a t  her feet her sha�m she thr e ,  
But Hoses sung and timbrels rung 
For Pharoah ' s  stranded crew. 
And, as Melville tells it , ironically perhaps , God supports the Union 
cause-"God appears in apt events.:.-/The Lord is a 'man of war . "  In 
"Dupont ' s  Round Figh t , "  he sees a Northern victory in a more cosmic , 
rather than strictly religious perspective. The "Fleet that warred 
for Right , "  "preva iled" because it fought according to "ethically derived 
laws . "  17 
Melville was evidently fascinated by the battle of the ironclads .  
He wrote three poems which give three diff erent perspectives on the 
Monitor-Merrimac clash. The first poem, "In th� Turret , "  deals with 
the commander of the �Ionitor, Lieutenant John Worden. I t  is a poem o f  
praise for a man who braved the unknown dangers o f  b a t t l e  beneath the 
sea, "Cribbed in a craft which like a log/ • • •  washed by every billow ' s  
motion , "  and "fought , wisely and well" and lived to be proclaimed a hero . 
The connection be tween the second poem, "The Temeraire , "  and the Monitor 
is made clear in the corar.'!.ent prefacing the poem, " (Supposed to have been 
suggested to an Engli shman of the old order by the fight o f  the Monitor 
and Merrimac) " .  The " Englishman , "  the speaker in the poem, decries 
the waning of the "Sp lendors" of war. Though he admits that the submarine 
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"::a t t le proves "oak, and iron, and man are tough in fibre yet , "  he misses 
:�e �rand and glorious sea battles , like Trafalgar , fought by 
the fleets [that] like Albion ' s  forelands shine-­
The full-sailed fleets, the shrouded sho� 
Of Ships-of-the-Line. 
7:;e third poe:n gives "A Utilitarian View of the Monitor ' s  Figh t . "  The 
S?ea�er in this poem, unlike the one in the previous poem, approves o f  
;.·ar •.rithout "painted po:;ip . "  He praises "plain mechanic po'-'er plied 
cogently" which has placed •.tar ,  "Where War belongs--/ Among the trades 
a.:id artisans . "  Some of }1elville' s pessimism is seen in the "message 
f:-o::i the Fates ," "War yet shall b e ,  and to the end . "  But �elville 
a.ll0"'1s hi.I!lself the ironic com:uent--
War yet shall b e ,  but warriors 
Are now but operatives ; War ' s  made 
Less grand than Peace, 
And a singe runs through lace and feather. 
�elvi�le was also interested in the subj ect of war heroes . He 
c elebrated the fame o f  many of the major Civil War heroes and a few 
c.inor ooes in Battle-Pieces. He also pondered the psychology of heroism 
a�d tried to discover its cause and its price. Melville cot:eemorates 
General Ulysses Grant, in the poems "Donelson" and "Chattano<?ga,11  
Ger:eral John !-icClellan in "The Victor of Antietam , "  General Phillip 
s::eridan in "Sheridan at Cedar Creek," General McPherson ir. "Dirge for 
��::?':1erson , "  General Williaz: T. Sherman in "The March to the Sea. 11 P.e 
;:a::s ho::iage to Confederate heroes General Robert E. Lee in "Lee in the 
Cz? i.tol , "  Captain �fosby in ''The Scout toward Aldie,11 and General S tonewall 
..::: ::��on in "S tonewall Jackson: Ascribed to a Virginian. 11 �·�el ville n.akes 
' �  clear in these poe�s that he believed the cause of the South N<rong. Yet 
�e coes not blame the �en �ho fought for i t .  As he says in another 
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poem on Stonewall Jackso�_:.._·.-;D�a·d is the Man whose Cause is dead , ' '  y�t 
Jackson was "Earnest in error • • •  /True to the thing he deemed was 
due . "  
The poems dealing with the psychology of heroism have as their 
subjects lesser known heroes of the Civil War , for e:xample , Lieutenant 
William Cushing in "At the Cannon' s Houth , "  Colonel Will iam F .  Bartlett 
in "The College Colonel , "  Lieutenant John L. Worden in "In the Turret , "  
Melville ' s  cousin Guert Gansevoort in "Commemorative o f  a Naval Victory" 
and the anonymous soldiers in "On Sherman' s  Hen . n  In the poem, "On 
the Photograph of a Corps Commander , "  Melville deq.nes the qualities 
that make a man the kind of leader who can inspire his men to acts o f  
heroism. He is one "in whom the spirit moulds the form . "  And as Melville 
says, "Nothing can lift the heart of man/Like manhood in a fellow-man . "  
The poet toys with another aspect o f  heroism in "At the Cannon ' s  Mout h , "  
puzzling why a man would willingly risk his life , since "Life i s ,  o f  all 
we know, God ' s  bes t . "  Melville decides that, paradoxically, i t  is a 
man ' s  disdain for his own life that gives him " a  spirit which brave 
poets own--/That scorn of life that earns l if e ' s  crown . "  The relation-
ship of duty to heroisr.i is examined in two poems , "In the Turret" and 
"On Sherman ' s  �!en. 1 1  I n  the former poem he has L t .  Worden, commander o f  
t h e  Moni tor , saying before the battle with the Merrimac--
• • .  Duty be s t i l l  my doom, 
Though drowning come in liquid gloom; 
First duty , duty next, and duty last ; 
Ay , Turret , rivet me here to duty f as t :  
I n  the second poem, Heiville praises the men "who fell in the Assault 
of Kenesaw :Mountain, Georgia , 1 1  who f o llowed "Duty" into "perils the 
n a iled ones never knew" and thus earned fame and glory. �tel ville saw 
the obvious cost of ·heroism is often �he death of the hero, but there 
are other prices exacted of those heroes who survive. "The College 
Colonel" presents a picture of a man who suffered much in the course 
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of an acclaimed battlefield career . But :Ielville emphasizes that it is 
not the death of so many of his men nor his own physical sufferings 
that have changed him. The horrors of war have combined to reveal an 
elemental and unpleasant "truth" to him. The nature of this truth is 
not made clear in this poem, but Melville comes closer to defining it 
in "Commemorative of a Naval Victory . "  He says , 
• • •  seldom the laurel wreath is seen 
Unmixed with pensive pansies dark ; .  
There ' s  a light and a Ghadow on every man 
Who at last attains his lifted mark. 
Melville feels that a hero gains knowledge of the "shadow" of evil in 
his confrontation with death so that "elate he can never b e . "  He knows 
that evil underlies reality, that always "The shark glides white 
through the phosphorous sea." 
Melville wrote a group of poems that do not deal with specific 
events in the war but deal instead with the larger philosophical ques tion 
of why wars occur at · all. In "Misgivings ," he ponders the cause of his 
"country ' s  ills" which he describes as "The tempest bursting from the 
wast of Time/On the world ' s  fairest hope linked with man ' s  foulest 
crime . "  The paradoxical coexistence of democracy and slavery for 
eighty-three years in the United States had precipitated the conflict ,  
Melville saw , so that "Nature ' s  dark side is heeded now . "  And Melville 
also felt that the war was perhaps only the first of a series of cata-
clysms becaus e ,  as he expresses it figuratively , "storms are formed 
behind the storm we feel. 11 In "The Conflict of Convictions , "  he tries 
again to puzzle out the causes and · the possible outcome of this war. 
He sees the conflict as evidence that "Satan ' s  old age is strong and 
hale . "  And he sees further that war will always be--
But God his fo�mer mind retains , 
Confirms his old decree; 
The generations are inured to pains , 
And strong Necessity 
Surges , and heaps Time ' s  strand with wrecks . 
But Melville allows himself a tentative hope for the future, even 
though God and nature seem indifferent to the plight of man. He says, 
The Ancient of Days forever is youn g ,  
Forever the scheme of Nature thrives , 
I know a wind in purpose strong--
It spins against the way it drives. 
What if the gulfs their slimed foundations bare? 
So deep must the stones be hurled 
Whereon the throes of ages rear 
The final empire and the happier worl d .  
He feels that a type of good may result from the evil of wa r ,  that 
"Power unanointed may come" and the "Iron Dorne" (his symbol for the 
United States) shall become stronger and gain dominion. But this 
increased power shall be at the expense of the "Founder ' s  dream." 
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Yet this guarded hope is more than he can believe because he concludes , 
Age after age shall be 
As age after age has been 
(From man ' s  changeless heart their way they win) . 
In the end he traces evil to the heart of man , an idea he explores 
further in the poem "The House-Top . "  He sees the �le'.: York draft riots 
as evidence of the bestial nature of man. Han is tamed through fear by 
"civil charms and priestly spells . "  But if this thin veneer of civilization 
is removed , "man will rebound "hole aeons back in nature" and such events 
as riots and wars will occur. In this poem, :lelville enphatically states 
his disagr eement with the founding fat hers' doctrine "t.fuich holds that 
!-tar. ::.. s r-.a turally goo d ,  I And.:.-.:.;r:iore·--is Nature ' s  Roman , never to b e  scourged . "  
��e�ville ;:;akes explic it his belief in the reality o f  the evil which 
underlies every aspect of life in a powerfully symbolic poem, "The 
· .. 'orking fro::i the ir.:age of a "goblin-:::our:.tain11 "uph�ave<l" 
in a "?astoral green f ield" which then sinks from sight as q_uickly as 
it ap?e.ar s ,  �felville concludes-
S o ,  then , Solidity ' s  a crust-­
The core of fire below; 
All may go well for many a year , 
But who can think without a fear 
Of horrors that happen so? 
But . ·though he feared the possibility of war was never-ending, 
Helville allowed hims elf to compos.e a group of poe:!LS dealing with the 
conclusion o f· the war in which he expressed j ubilation at the Union 
victory and syupathy for the plight of the South , and paid homage to 
the war dead. Re celebrates the fall of Richmond in a poem. describing 
t�e cele0ration in New York when the news of the capture of the Conf eder-
ate capital reached the North. The poem is notable fo-r its touch o f  
�tel�-i.llian irony at the end o f  the final stanza. He expresses the defeat 
of the · South in these terms-"God is in Heaven, and Grant in the Town , /  
And Rig:it through might i s  Law--God ' s · way adore ! "  "The Surrender at 
"A Canticle" express the poet ' s  j oy at the close of the 
war .· T.1e first poem is rather straight-forwar d ,  des crib ing the "loud 
joy-g:.m" s ignaling the surrender and the happiness of "all human tribes" 
ever �;-,.;: end o f  the "wars of Grant and Lee . "  The seccnd poem , which is 
e�tirely figurative , deals with the joy of the nation on a symbolic 
level. �·�zlville' s raaj o r  iraage is a waterfall , pouring over a "precipice 
. ,  I I  h G . I I  Tita�ic i�to t e orge s o  grLn. By likening the "congregated Fall" of 
u • • •  �;at ion, in het irupulse ravs:erious as the Tide11 and to 
The Ge�e=ation pouring 
From t�es of endless c�:e 
In their going , in their : : ��ing 
Ever fc:-:i the steadfas: S : c : e ;  
And Ht.:na�ity is growi�g 
Toward the fullness of �er f a � e ,  
}1elville is able to use the inage to eX?ress :he "�a tio�al exultation 
of enthusiasm at the close of the war . "  :::.e a.:so expar:ds t!l.e image in 
order to talk of other p�ilosophical conce?ts that troubled him. He 
describes the rainbow, born of the waterfall--
Stable in its baseles sness 
When cab is in the air 
The Iris half in tracelassness 
Hovers fain.tly fair--
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and sees that it represents beauty and stability t�at exist transcendently, 
vithout an obvious base. lie warns of the can�er t o  this transcendent 
beauty from the evil forces, symbo lized b: :�e 
Giant of the Pool [ who ) caaves his 
for ehead white as vocl 
Toward tte Iris ever cl:..::0i=g 
From tne Cataracts that cal:. 
�elville also wrote two s;�olic poems de.a.ling �ith tha f inal ouster 
and the disbanding of t�e foion Army . He S?ec..:..S of the t�o day review 
of the troops in Washing�on, D . C . , in images c: •..:a ter and ·.raves , . likening 
the seemingly endless st::-ea::ns of troops to _,r�e . .\braha::iic i iver n t 
describing "the wheeling of the squadrons" '"li�e S'.Jrf -.ipcn the sands. 11 
�·felville uses the waxing a::.:l \Oaning of the: �o:-::tern l ig=-.ts as symbol 
for the mus tering and di3ba::ding of the ::::.:.=:t -�- in ";._;..irora-Boreal i s .  '' 
Melville wrote a f e·..; ?Oeos dealing .. _; _ .._ .Ill - - L •  :;:e r a t e  c :  ::he Southerners. 
in "The March to the Sea , "  ::e expresses sc=� :�t:bt as to tne treatnent of 
Georgians who happened to �: in the path �= s���an ' s  a�vancing arny. 
Ee says--
For be��nd they left a �a:!:�g , 
A terror and a ban, 
And blazing cinders sailin; 
And households wan , 
Uide zones of counties pali=g 
And tow"n.S where maniacs ran , 
h'as tl':e havoc , retribution-: 
A...'"1d in "The Frenzv i'Ll the \.!ake , 1 1  :·1elville, 5?eaking as a Southerner , 
gives voice to the hatred the South felt for SheL"-an and his nen . He 
describes the scene-
With burning woods our skies are bras s ,  
The pillars of dust are s e e:i ;  
Tne live-long day their cavalry pass� 
No crossing the road bet•"'ee�. 
1ben he descrioes his feelings� 
We were sore deceived--an a��ul h o s : !  
They �ove like a roaring ·.Ji3d , 
. Have we gamed and lost? but even despair 
Shall never our hate resci'Lld. 
�ehrille gives a synpathetic pic ture. o f  a for::;.er Confederate in "The 
3.eleased Rebel Prisoner . "  He is a man who ·.;as deceived ic:o thinking 
:he Sou:nern cause r ight and who now is left �ith ce�ories of dead 
coorad es--"Eill-a brave soul gone , and Ashby deac! in pale disdain"--
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and of a ho:::ie he will never see again : nEven should r:e stand upon the 
S?Ot , ' t i s  gone! where his brothers b e . "  ��el-..-ille · .  Tote several poems 
?leading with the North not to punish the Scuth fur ther· after the defeat 
of her armies. In "On the Slain Collegians , "  he e::;pliasizes that the 
soldiers of both sides fought for what they t�oug�t w�s righ t . In 
''?-ebel Color-Bearers at Shiloh , "  �!el ville recounts t�e incident that 
occurred at Shiloh in �hie� a Cnion commancer refused to :ire on . the 
Confederate Color-bearers because of their ··couraze cefenseles s , proudly 
�are. 11 Th en :felville asks his countrymen at ::-ie close of the war : 
��o·,... s�l-!: · we fire? 
Can ?Oor spite be? Shall no�lenes s  in 
vic tory l e s s  aspire 
Than �n �everse? Spare he ire , 
And t��j� how Grant met Lee. 
Lee in the poer:i, "Lee in the Capi tol . "  He has General �ee t e l l  
Congres s :  
?ush n.ot your triumph; do not urge 
Suboissiveness beyond the verge, 
Intestine rancor would you bide, 
�iursin5 eleven daggers in your side? 
And i:i 11 A �ledi ta ti on," tbe funerals of two !>rot hers ,  one a rebel and 
one a Yankee ,  both killed in the last daus of the war occasion this 
If �en for new agreement yearn, 
Then cld upbraiding best fo=bear : 
"The Sou:h ' s  the s inner! "  ;.:ell, so l e t  it b e :  
But shall the !:Orth sin worse, and stanc the 
Pharisee? 
3esides jubilation for t:ie ��orthern victory a:ld concern for the fate 
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of t'."le South, ��elville felt the necessity to acknowlecge t:ie sacrifice 
of t�e c.any •ho died for t�e Union cause. In a group of ?Oe::l.S entitled, 
"Verses Inscriptive anc �1�o rial , II he pays ho�ge to the \;ar dead--" the 
na:;eless brave whose pabs are won" ("On a �;atural �-!onunent in a Field 
of Georgia") . 
_ ;:ough oost o f  !faivil.le' s Battle-Pieces • .. ;ere ·�it:e:: a f t e r  the 
:all o: ?.icrcond , h i s  s��j �c ts are drawn f ro� the sco?e o :  the entire 
"' c - . �e '..rr ites o: t:1e e·;ents and the men of the war , and , at the sat'!le 
ti�� , ?rooe5 i�:o :�a ?hilcsophical ques tions �aisec c�· t�c �ar. His 
:;oe:::s co·.rer a ::'1ch �•icier sc ope than Whitman ' s  and are lesc; ?ersona l .  
T.-:ey are , ho·�·e·:er ,  a f i::e ·:arse chronicle o f  the total · .. •a= e:'=?erience. 
V I .  A CO �·!PA ... 'ilISON OF FOUR PAIRS OF POE.!·IS 
ifo itman and �ielville, as has been seen, were concerned with 
different subjects as they ceraposed their poems about the Civil War 
and e:nphasized different aspects of the conflict .  They did write on 
sooe of the scme subj ect s ,  however , and by comparing these pairs o f  
poem s , one can arrive a t  a better idea of their differences. Each 
poet wrote a poeo occasioned by a double funeral. Whitman called 
his "Dirge for T�o Ve terans , "  for a father and son killed in the 
Union cause. .Helville called his "A Med itation," and_ the sub-title 
explains his intent--"Attributed to a Northerner after a t tending the las t .  
o f  two funerals f rom the same homestead--those of a national and a conf ed-
erate o f f icer (brothers) , his kinsmen , who had died from the effects o f  
•ounds received i n  the closing battles . "  Whitma n ' s  poem consists o f  a 
description o f  the sights and . sounds of the funeral cortege and of 
'Whitman' s feelings a s  he watches the "sad procession" and hears "the 
sound of coming full-key ' d  bugles" and "the great drums pounding . "  Under 
the influence of the coon� 
• • .  the s i lvery round moon , 
Beautiful over the house-tops, ghastly, 
phantom ooon, 
It:l!::ens e ,  and silent moon 
and t�e sound of "the st rong death march , 11 \fuitman is able in a somewhat 
�t stical oanner to reach a loving acceptance of the death of the two 
cen. �elville , on the other hand , charac teristically, speaks not as 
hi!:!.Self and uses t�1e occasion of the funeral to plead for the reconciliation 
so 
of the !';or th and South • . . �ne two men and · t: .::.r deaths a:-e merely the 
starting po int for �he ?Oc::l and they are for�otte� by the poet af ter 
the first fe� stanzas . �elville ' s  expressic� of grief is not so 
?e?:"s o::al as ·.:::it::;an' 5 .  :: :: speaks of 
• . .  s o�e thing of a stra�ga reworse 
G--nich] ?-ebelled against t�e sanctioned sin 
o f  ·::> lood , 
And Cnristian wars of natu:-al brotherhood. 
Melville ' s  acceptance of the deaths o f  the t-•o men is also not s o  
personal as Whitoan ' s .  �elville expands his reaction into a hope for 
peace and brotherhood bet•een the former ene:rles • 
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.Both DrUI:l-Taps and Bat tle-Pieces contain a poeo dealing with the 
n�#ly-e::iancipated slave s .  And again one can see Whitoan ' s  personal touch 
as op?osed to �lelville's ::ore impersonal> yet forward-loo�ing viewpo int. 
1-:hit!:lan describes the ''cusq woma n ,  11 with "•coly-white and turban' d head , 
and bare bony feet , 11 'Who sits by the roadside and ... ·atches Sherman ' s  
trocps ::?arch by, anc "courtesies to the regi::ents . "  Her significance 
to ,A-nitwan is sttmI:J.ed U? in the rather generalized question: "Are the 
t:hings so strange acd :!E.rvelous you see or na'7e seen?" }!el ville ' s 
liberated slave is taken from "an idealized ?Ortrait" that }1elville saw 
at the Spring Exhibitio:i of the National Acace-::iy in 1865. Helville 
expresses the thought ic the poem that ec.anc i?ation ca.�e t o o  late for 
her, out it �ill benefit her children and their descencents . So he sees 
content::!ent in her f ace-"�er face is lit i:-ti t� sober light> / S ibylline, 
yet be�.ign . "  By coL;:pa:-i.:lg these two poer_s, oJe can see again \,'bitman' s 
?reference for dealic5 �i�� ac tual people �� t� all their idiosyncra s ies , 
�hile �el�ille prefers to �eal with ideali ze� individuals and use them 
as s:-=.�o l s  for so�e c o s�ic truth he apprehen�s. 
In another pair o f  ?Oems on the same subj ect this s i tuation i's 
reve�sed. �elville ' s  i s  the more personal because of his use of 
collc�uial S?eech , while ;.niitli:'.an ' s is more universal, even though the 
''I" i.s used. 3oth "Reconciliation" and "Hagnanioity Baffled" deal 
�itb the problem inherent in attempting reconciliation with a dead 
ene-: · �elville ' s  poe!:l, WTitten in colloquial speech, is a monologue 
in '(.;:Uch "The Victor" at tenpts to make peace •..rith the enemy he bested. 
In a touching display of good-wil l ,  he says , 
"Sharp words we had before the fight; 
But�now the fight is done--
Look, here' s  my hand • • •  , 
"Take it-an honest one! 
Wha t  holding back! I mean you wel l ;  
Though worsted , you s trove stoutly, man; 
The odds were great ; I honor you; 
�!an honors man . "  
And �han the �an on the cot still refuses his hand, the speaker says, 
''IrJ.!::6 still? all fello�ship fled? Nay , then, I ' ll have this s tubborn 
hand ! "  . .\."'ld :ielville' s f ina!. terse comment sums up the pathos of the 
s itu.a�ion-11He snatched it-it \;as dead . "  In \·�itman' s poem, the poet 
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G�eL�.s o n  the idea of death. He sees the cosnic s i gnif icance of death 
as bei..::g the agent by vhich all is renewed. He says , "the h:=tnds of 
the Sisters Death and �ight incessantly softly wash again and ever 
aga i'i::. , this soil ' d ·..;orld . "  And he introduces the idea of the dead 
ene::.; as alraost an illustration. He says , "For my enemy is dead , a 
nan �ivine as r.:iyself is dae d . " Yet Whitman is able to becooe reconciled 
to !":i.:; ::iead enc:ny , by the act of kissing "the white face in the coffin , "  
�hile �elville i s thwarted by the fact o f  death. 
_!. :-iother d i f f e rer.ce in the total outlook of the two p oe ts is 
disc :::;-er-ed by co:ipal;"ing �..;o poens in which the problem of ameliorating 
5 3  
t�e horror o f  battle field -d·eaths. In "Look :;:)o\.:n Fair �'.oo n , "  �-:O it;:an 
terns to �ature , to the "fair moon , "  to cha=tge the horror of \,;ar-­
"faces ghastly, swollen, purple"--by bathing the scene with i ts ethereal 
::.:sht--its "unstint<:!d '1i!:lbus . "  Belville d,;alls on t:ie :-or.or of th� 
cause the soldiers died for in "On the Men of �1aine" to lessen the 
sorrow over their deaths . They died for their country and "For her 
....-ent up their dying prayers . "  And those who survived should follow 
their patriotic example and support "The Republic ' s  earnest faith and 
courage high . "  Whitman turns to nature and transcendent nysticism, 
�bile Melville relies on human values of courage , duty and patriotisn 
to make war deaths more bearable. 
V I I .  THE PHILOSOPHICAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE POETRY 
The differences between these pairs of poems point the way to 
a consideration of the differences in overall philosophy between the 
two poets. Whitman emerges as ever the optimist from the pages of 
Drum-Taps . He was not b l ind to the horror and inhumanity of war, but , 
as the following quotations show, he was able to find hope and purpose 
amid the slaughter. Speaking of Drum-Taps , WhitmaT;l says they express 
"this Time and Land we swim in, with all their large conflicting 
fluctuations of despair and hope , the shiftings, masses , and the whirl 
and deafening din, (yet over all , as by invisible hand a definite 
purport and idea ) .  1118 He also says , "The book Drum-Taps is there-
fore unprecedently sic sad, • • •  but. • • it also has an undertone 
of sweetest comradeship and human love, threading its s teady thread 
inside the chao s ,  and heard at every lull and interstice thereo f ,  
truly, also i t  has clear notes o f  faith and triumph. 1119 Whitman saw 
the cause o f  the war as j u s t .  He speaks of the idea of union i n  "From 
Paumonok Starting , "  "Song of the Banner" and "Virginia--The Wes t , 11 and 
emphasizes the rightness of the northern defense of the idea. �Tiitman 
seemed to see the war as a necessary interlude before the promise of the 
future could be realized . And while he does not rule out future wars, he 
still is hopeful. As he says in "Turn 0 Libertad , 1 1 
Turn to the world , the triumph reserv ' d  and 
to come--give up that backward world , 
Leave to the singers of hitherto, give then 
the trailing pas t ,  
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But what remains remains for singers for you-­
wars to come are for you. 
(Lo , how the wars of the past have duly inured 
to you, and the wars of the present also 
inure ; )  
Then turn, and be not alarm'd 0 Libertad--turn 
your undying face, 
To where the future , greater than all the pas t ,  
Is swiftly , surely preparing for you. 
Whitman saw the hope of the future residing in "manly affection." 
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Melville was not so hopeful for the future, though , paradoxically, 
he was almost grateful for the war itself because of the effect i t  had 
on his own life. Lewis Numford, in Herman Melville: A Study of His Life 
and Vision, says that the prosecution of the war made Melville feel a 
purpose instead of the "Dull fearful hollow of an empty and respectable 
life . "20 But though Melville was excited by the inc1dents and the 
heroes of the war, and though he thought the cause of the North was 
righ t ,  he could not escape his deeper perceptions about the nature of 
man and the existence of evil. He could never escape his suspicion 
that man carries evil within him and that the war itself was a manifesta-
t ion of the gigantic malefic forces that are at the base of all reality. 
And he could not face the future with the same optimistic hope that 
Whitman did. I I  
; 
The best Melville foresaw was that the Iron Dorae , s tronger 
for stress and strain , "  should become more powerful and exercise 
dominion once again. Yet Melville believed that in fighting the war 
for a just caus e ,  the �orth did damage to itself . As he says in "The 
Conflict of Conv ictions , "  "the Founders ' dream shall flee . "  And I am . 
sure that he thought he saw the beginning of the destruction of the 
founding fathers' dream in the harsh reconstruction that was being forced 
on the South. The total impression one gets from each book of poems 
reveals the dif ferences between the two men . Melville ' s  Battle-Pieces 
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i s  al ive with the vivid , specific incidents o f  the war. Whitman, o n  the 
other hand , turned more inwardly and related the incidents of the war 
to himself . That he was affected profoundly by the suffering the war 
caused is obvious , yet he was able to retain his optimis tic , expansive 
world view. 
The two groups of poems differ in other ways also. Whitman ' s  
poems are written in free verse with little attention to some formal 
elements of style, such as rhyme and stanzaic form. �elville, on the 
other hand , uses a variety of rhymed s tanza forms . Though both use 
images drawn from some of the same sources , the major thrust o f  their 
imagery differs. Whitman ' s  chief image is the "I" that is ever-present 
in the poetry, while Melville ' s  metaphysical image s ,. drawn from many 
sources , give an identifying mark to his poetry . Though Drum-Taps and 
Battle-Pieces are different in many ways , both are stirring chronicles 
of a decisive period of American history , given to us by two of the 
premier authors of the nineteenth century . 
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